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ABSTRACT 
If A = B + iC is a normal operator, where B,C are Hermitian, then in each 
unitarily invariant norm, the positive part of B is a best approximation to A from the 
class of positive operators. This generalizes results proved earlier by P. R. Halmos, 
T. Ando, and R. Bouldin for special norms. Some related results are included. 
In a well-known paper [ 111, P. R. Halmos studied the problem of finding 
the closest positive operator to a given operator in Hilbert space. Questions 
raised in this paper have stimulated a lot of subsequent work, which is still 
continuing. See. e.g., [l], [7-g], and references therein. 
One of the questions raised in [II] was about extending the approxima- 
tion results obtained for the usual operator-bound norm to the family of 
unitarily invariant norms. Various authors have considered such possible 
extensions. However, it seems not to have been noticed that Halmos’s results 
on positive approximation of normal operators can be lifted to all unitarily 
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invariant norms using much of the same arguments with only one additional 
ingredient-majorization. In this brief note we will show how this can be 
done, and discuss some related matters. 
A uniturily inzjariant norm 111 . 111 IS a norm on the space of operators 
satisfying the invariance property 111 A 111 = ]]I UAV 111 for all A and for all 
unitary U,V. Such norms are important in numerical analysis [12, Chapter 
lo] and in operator theory, where they are sometimes called symmetric 
norms [lo, Chapter 31. It is a common practice to impose a normalization: 
111 A 111 = I, where A is a partial isometry of rank one; see, e.g. [4, p. 251 or 
[lo, p. 681. (However, this is not a universal convention and is not followed in 
[12], for example.) Every such norm is a symmetric gauge function of the 
singular values of the operator. See [4] or [12] for definitions. When the 
normalization mentioned above is imposed on the unitarily invariant norms, a 
corresponding condition needs to be imposed on symmetric gauge functions 
14, p. 25; 10, p. 711. W e always assume that our norms and gauge functions 
are normalized. 
When the space is infinite-dimensional, these norms, with the exception 
of the usual operator norm I]* II, are defined not on the space of all operators 
but on a norm ideal associated with 111 . 111. For the sake of brevity we will 
make no mention of this ideal, with the implicit understanding that whenever 
we talk of (I( A 111 we are assuming that A comes from the appropriate norm 
ideal. 
Given an operator T, we will denote by (T(, Re T, and Im T the operators 
(T*T)‘/~ , i(T + T *), and (1/2i)(T - T *) respectively. The positive and 
the negative parts of a Hermitian operator T are defined by Tf = #T I+ T) 
and T- = $(IT I- T), respectively. Both of them are positive operators. 
The following lemma is a generalization of one proved by Halmos [ll, 
p. 9571 for the operator norm: 
LEMMA 1. Let X, Y, Z be Hermitian operators with 0 G X =G Y. Let T = 
X + iZ, s = Y + iZ, and assume T is normal. Then III T III < Ill S Ill for every 
uniturily invariant norm. 
Proof. The assumption 0 < X < Y implies that for each vector x the 
inequality 
holds. The operator-norm case has been proved by Halmos. For discussing 
other norms we have to deal only with compact operators. If T is normal and 
compact, we can choose an orthonormal basis ej such that Tej = hiej and 
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JAj] = sj(T), j = 1,2,..., where .sj(T) denote the singular values of T ar- 
ranged in decreasing order. For k = 1,2, . . let llT]lk = ,I:= ,sj(T) denote the 
kth Ky Fan norm of T; see e.g., [4, lo]. Then 
So, by a well-known maximum principle [lo, p. 471, we have 
lITIlk < IlSllac, k =1,2,..., 
whence, by the Fan dominance property [lo, p. 821 we have 111 T Ill < 111 S /II 
for every unitarily invariant norm. n 
This leads to the following theorem just as in [ 111: 
THEOREM 2. Let A = B + iC he a normal operator with B and C its real 
and imaginary parts. Then in every unitarily invariant norm, B+ ’ 2s a positive 
approrimant to A; i.e., 
III A - B+ Ill < III A - I’ III 
for every positive operator P. 
Proof. We can decompose the Hilbert space into a direct sum of two 
subspaces in such a way that the operators A, B, and C have a block 
decomposition 
where C, and C, are Hermitian. Let P be any positive operator. With 
respect to the above decomposition P will have a block matrix form 
P= 
f’, Q 
[ 1 Q* P,’ 
where P, and P, are positive operators. Each unitarily invariant norm is 
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diminished by a pinching [4, p. 31; 10, p. 821; i.e., the diagonal part of a block 
matrix always has smaller norm than that of the whole matrix. Hence, 
IIl~4-pIII a 
l’il 
(B+-P,)+iC, 0 
0 II (-BGP,)+iC, (1) 
Now by the triangle inequality IIlIm T 111 < 111 T 11) for any operator T. So 
Choosing X = B-, Y = B- + I’,, and Z = - C, in Lemma 1, we get 
I/( - B- - Pz) + iC,II) > III - BP + ic, III. (31 
Once again, by familiar properties of unitarily invariant norms (see, e.g., 
[5, 61) one obtains from (l), (21, and (3) 
IllA-PIII > 
IIlL 
i;’ _,‘:ic = l/IA-B+ Ill 
2 
This proves the theorem. n 
Recall that an operator A is called accretive if Re A > 0. The following is 
a generalization of Corollary 5 in [ll]. 
COROLLARY 3. Let A = B + iC be any operator with real and imaginary 
parts B and C. Then B+ + iC is an accretive approximant to A in every 
unitarily invariant norm. 
Proof. Let E = F + iG, F > 0, be any accretive operator. Once again, 
using the fact that 111 Re T 111 < 111 T I[( f or every operator T and Theorem 2, 
one gets 
Ill A - E Ill a Ill B - F Ill a Ill B - B+ Ill = (j[A -(B+ + iC> ))I. n 
An important family of unitarily invariant norms is that of Schatten 
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p-norms defined by 
where by convention IIT]I,= s,(T) = lITI]. 
In [3, Theorem l] one of the present authors generalized to all unitarily 
invariant norms a result proved by Bouldin [7] for Schatten p-norms p > 2, 
whereby approximants with spectrum in a given convex set are character- 
ized. Our Theorem 2 is also a direct consequence of this result. For the 
special case of the trace norm l]Tll I our Theorem 2 has been proved earlier 
by Ando [l, Corollary 61 and by Bouldin [8, Theorem 31. The proof given here 
is entirely different and, as we mentioned in the introductory paragraphs, it 
is specially interesting because it proceeds on the same lines as the original 
proof of Halmos. 
Now let us return to Lemma 1. When the condition of normality is 
dropped, i.e., when T = X + iZ and S = Y + iZ are two arbitrary operators 
with 0 < X < Y and Z = Z *, an example of Halmos [ll] shows that llT]l need 
no longer be smaller than (IS]]. H ere I]. 1) denotes the usual operator norm. 
Note, however, that for the Hilbert-Schmidt norm l]T]la = [I:= ,sy(T)]“” we 
have 
IlTll; = Ilxll; + 11211; < IIYII; + 11211; = Il.G 
whenever J]x]]~ < IIYlla, and in particular when 0 < X =G Y. 
This raises the interesting question: what happens in the case of the other 
Schatten p-norms? A partial answer is given by 
PROPOSITION 4. ht 2 < p <a. There exist 2 x 2 Hermitian matrices 
X,Y, Z, 0 < X < Y, such that 
IIX + iZII,, > IIY + izll,,. 
Proof. For p = 00, the example given by Halmos [ ll] works. Let 2 < p < 
00. For each real number r > 0 let 
6 
and let 
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z= 0 i 
[ 1 -i 0 
Let 
S(r)=Y(r)+iZ= : -’ [ 1 r 
The eigenvalues of the matrix IS(r = S(r)*S(r) are seen to be 
For l<p<alet 
(4) 
(5) 
One finds, using (4) and then differentiating, that 
if.(O) =;[(3-q-i-(3+C#-i] 
for each 1 < p < 03. It follows that f’(O) < 0 if and only if p > 1. So from the 
definition of f(r) it follows that for each p > 2 there exists r0 > 0 such that 
II S(O) Ilp > II S( To) Ilp. 
Putting X = Y(O), Y = Y(r,), one obtains the proposition. n 
We saw that for p = 2 the phenomenon displayed above cannot happen. 
It follows from a result of Ando [I] and of Bouldin [9] that it cannot happen 
for p = 1 either: 
PROPOSITION 5. Let X, Y, Z be Hermitian operators with 0 =G X < Y. Then 
llX + iZIl1 < IIY + i.411. 
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Proof. By Theorem 5 of Ando [l] and its infinite-dimensional version 
proved by Bouldin [9, Corollary 2.41, if A < 0 then 
\(A + iZll, < ](A - P + iZ(I1 
for every Hermitian Z and positive P. In other words, if C < A < 0 then 
IIA + iZll1 < IIC + izll,. 
Changing signs, one gets the proposition. n 
In view of Propositions 4 and 5 and the remark preceding them, it is 
tempting to conjecture that the result of Proposition 5 is true for 1~ p < 2. 
Some elementary remarks on this question are in order. Let T = X + iZ, 
S = Y + iZ, with 0 < X < Y and Z Hermitian. It follows from results in [2] or 
from the Clarkson-McCarthy inequalities [5] that 
IITIlr, < 2”“‘-111Sll,~, l<p<2, (6) 
IlTIl,, < 2’-“‘“IISII,,, 2<1’<co. (71 
We have shown that for p > 2, the constant occurring in (7) cannot be 
replaced by 1. It could possibly be reduced. For p = 1 the constant in (6) can 
be reduced to 1, and our conjecture is that the same is true for 1 < p < 2. We 
remark that in deriving (6) and (7) one does not need the assumption 
0 < X < Y but only the weaker inequality I]X]I,, < I]Y]II,. 
Also, for each 1~ p <a, and for any orthonormal basis ej, we have 
The first inequality follows from properties of the p-norms [lo], and the 
second one from the fact that I(Tx, x)1 < [(Sx, x)1 for every vector x. Now, 
choosing a Schur basis for T, i.e., an orthonormal system ej such that 
(Tej, ej> = Ai, where hj are the eigenvalues of T [lo, p. 161, one obtains from 
(8) 
IlSll~> C Ihj(T)I”. (9) 
j=l 
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More generally, one can prove that for every unitarily invariant norm, (1) S 111 
dominates the norm of the diagonal operator with diagonal entries hj(T). For 
normal T this reduces to Lemma 1. For nonnormal T our conjecture is that 
the hj(T) occurring in (9) can be replaced by s,(T). 
Finally we note the following result concerning uniqueness of positive 
approximants in the Schatten p-norms. Bouldin [7; 8, Theorem 8] has proved 
this earlier for the cases p > 2 and p = 1. 
THEOREM 6. Let A = B + iC be a normal operator with real and imagi- 
nary parts B and C. Zf B < 0, then for each 1~ p <m the zero operator is the 
unique posit&e approximant to A in the p-norm 11. (II,. For p = m this approxi- 
mant may not be unique. 
Proof. From Theorem 2 we already know that if B < 0 then 0 is a 
positive approximant to A in each unitarily invariant norm. Let 1~ p <co, 
and suppose P is any other positive approximant to A in the Schatten 
p-norm. Then [IA - Pill, = IIAlll,. Ch oose an orthonormal basis ej consisting 
of eigenvectors of A, Aej = hjej, j = 1,2, . . . . Since Re Aj < 0 and P is 
positive, we have /((A - P)ej, ej)l > lhjl f or all j. We also have the relations 
IIAIIF = CIAjI”, 
IIA - PII” p> CI((A-P)ej,ej)l”. 
But IIA - PII, = IIAllp, and hence we must have (Pej, ej) = 0 for all j. This 
means P =O. 
To see that the situation is different when p =a, let 
A= 
-l+i 0 
0 I -2+i . 
The matrix 
is positive, and IlA - PII = IJAIl. 
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